Carpenter’s __ is a good adhesive for wood and fiber materials

Masking, painters, duct and electrical __

A __ will aid you in securing items that are being glued or nailed

A __ uses different size bits depending on the hole size required

This will tell you if something is perfectly horizontal

Don’t hit your thumb when pounding these in

To flatten or shave down a piece of wood use this tool

Flooring, framing, carving, cold and mortise are types of this tool

Keep your hands protected by wearing leather __

This is used to pound in nails

Utility or carpenter __ need to be kept sharp

Slip-joint or needle nose are types of this tool

A __ gun is good for fastening upholstery quickly

An adjustable __ is useful for loosening or tightening bolts

Use a __ edge blade to cut rock or brick with a circular saw

Wear safety __ to protect your eyes when using power tools

Fixed, step, telescopic and extension are types of __

A handyman needs a __ to keep everything in

Use a __ to take down trees and cut them into rounds

__ power tools save you the hassle of extension cords

A pair of __ are good for cutting tape or sandpaper squares

Use an __ cord to extend the reach of an electric tool or droplight

A __ is good to have for working in dark places or during a blackout

If the job is too big for sandpaper you can use an electric __ __

Use a __ to help you mend plaster or use is as a scraper

Use a __ to help you find the right place to hang a picture securely

Philips head and flat head are two types of this tool

A 25 foot metal __ __ is a handyman’s standard
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